* filed an official complaint with the Munich police. A photographer had offered pictures, also suitable as passport-size photos, for 1.50 DM in his shop-windows but inside the shop, attendants asked for 3.50 DM. In his rather idiosyncratic German whose flavour is not easily translatable into English (at least for me), Babinger wrote:
This constitutes a gross deception of the public which appears the more shameful as the business, which apparently maintains two other branch agencies, is located close to the main station, and therefore bound to necessarily leave the foulest impression upon all foreigners. For a Bavarian like me the issue does not become more palatable by the circumstance that the tradesmen in question are obviously no locals so that the fault does not fall onto Bavaria. I ask you to intervene immediately by employing the strictest measures and oblige the shop to clearly advertise the different prices of the photographs… 1 2 This minor incident does not show the professor in a very favourable light: pettifogging, choleric, full of resentment, even authoritarian and apparently obsessed with foreigners, both Germans and those from abroad, be they victims of avaricious tradesmen or avaricious tradesmen themselves.
3
I have chosen to begin this article with such an utterly irrelevant incident because I think that it is indicative of what is at hand if we talk about the history of Turkish studies. After all, Babinger's complaint to the Munich police is not found among his personal correspondence but among that of his department; and the original has apparently been typed on the university's letterhead. 2 In Turkish studies, one deals with a very small world, inhabited by all too few people; and therefore, personal character occupies a very prominent place. Had there been a few hundred people active in Turkish studies half a century ago, one might be meaningfully interested in something like a common mentality, or in different intellectual currents. Indeed, while working on history one might more or less disregard the individual traits of each and every participant in the field. Franz Babinger's pernicketiness, irascibility and even his political stance might have been swallowed by the grand average of his many colleagues. Today, this would be the case.
4
No such luck! With very few people around in Turkish studies at the time, individual character, psychic idiosyncrasy and personal outlook are necessarily magnified. Throughout the 20 th century, the history of Turkish studies needs to be studied as a history of individuals and their networks, not as one of institutions and intellectual schools.
3 This is not to claim that there was no broader intellectual frame to Oriental studies from the late 19 th century to the time of the Cold War. However, within Oriental and Islamic studies, Turkish studies were (at that time rather than, was) the preoccupation of a dwindling, marginal number of men (very few women being involved). As mentioned above, their small number amplified the phenomenon in question here. In this sense, and in addition to the points raised below, any scholar interested in matters Turkish, Turkic or Ottoman necessarily occupied a liminal position in Oriental studies.
5
This contribution therefore aims to demonstrate that scholars operated not so much as parts of academic movements or in the framework of academic markets producing fashions but rather as students, friends or foes of a very limited number of colleagues. Personality, networks and individual research interests preceded and dominated intellectual currents and institutional affiliations. I wish to use Babinger's example to show that in his time, scholars in Turkish studies generally took the better part of their intellectual inspiration not from within the corpus of research to which they contributed but from without. Teachers, the immediate personal environment and political contexts very often figured prominently, even dominantly. 4 Talking about Franz Babinger's work entails the rather disagreeable task to dwell upon his personality and upon his place within the political contexts of his lifetime.
5 Only then may a look at his work be adequate.
6
All this, I feel, is compounded by the fact that the present author occupies the chair of Turkish Studies at Munich University that goes directly back to Babinger. Moreover, I have studied at the institute, which he has founded. When I enrolled as a freshman in 1980, Babinger's spirit was still much in place. He had died in 1967 but still, his memory was vivid and present. In the years that followed, Hans Georg Majer and Suraiya Faroqhi slowly but steadily dissipated this atmosphere. Hierarchies were flattened, discussions ad personam were replaced by discourse centred on academic problems, current methodologies in research encouraged, and an overall inclusive approach welcomed a diverse audience at the institute. Still, my interest in Babinger uses the preoccupation with disciplinary history as an occasion for a broader methodological introspection, something quite mandatory to any historian. It also concerns the tradition in which for better or worse I have to assume a place. Neutrality is impossible, reverence undue, rejection infantile. I hope this article offers itself to a reading as a critical investigation in sustained ambivalence.
7
In my view, despite Babinger's embarrassing character and his appalling world-view, a critical engagement with the intellectual content of his academic output is worth one's while. In the following, I shall attempt to develop a number of arguments that may help me to defend the choice of the term "liminal" in my title -if there is, as argued above, no mainstream but only rather scattered and few individuals, what would be a meaningful use of this word "liminal"? 8 Firstly, I shall try to show that Babinger was liminal with respect to two intellectual currents that were pervasive in the intellectual atmosphere of his time and generally appropriated by scholars in Turkish studies: These two are philology and Orientalism. In a second step, I hope that my use of a single example is sufficient to illustrate how Babinger isolated himself and his work from Turkish academia which only after the Second World War began to gain importance in international Ottoman studies.
I. Philology of facts and Oriental realities 9
If one looks at Babinger's and many of his German contemporaries' texts, one may be surprised by the -almost total -absence of references to the currents of thought salient in the second half of the nineteenth and the first half of the 20 th century and regarded important today. Marxism, psychoanalysis, semiotics, phenomenology, sociology in a Weberian or Durkheimian wake, the Annales or the Frankfurt school: none of these managed to impress this scholarly community. For some, Friedrich Nietzsche or some late Romantic intellectuals served as a source for inspiration: the fascination Stephan George exerted on Paul Wittek has been intensively studied (Heywood 1998) . In this respect, Franz Babinger's case can be regarded as typical: from high school education, where he had studied classical languages and already developed an interest in the ancient Orient, to university his formation was deeply steeped in philology, with classical philology the key discipline that provided the methods (Marchand 2009: 78-84, 120-2) . This formation appears to have been achieved without much engagement in theoretical problems. 10 It would require a close look at the school-teachers in Würzburg and the professors instructing Babinger at Munich University to find out where exactly he picked up the specific breed of philology that became characteristic for him. Babinger himself had difficulties with the term "Turcology". He wanted to make clear that he did something else, something that he called "Realienkunde" -the knowledge of real things -perhaps even better: of facts.
11 In Babinger's usage, the word "Realienkunde" does not mean the auxiliary historical discipline of analysing material sources such as inscriptions and artefacts or the knowledge of material culture but something wider -comparable to the "Real" in "Realencyclopädie", which in German signifies an encyclopaedia concerned not primarily with a language or abstract thought but with everything that is open to cognition. It is not entirely by chance that Babingers life-span Realien include anything but grammar, rhetoric, epistemology, ontology and theological speculation. Nevertheless "Realienkunde" has to be regarded as a branch of philology, not as its opposite. It is based mainly on texts which are, however, regarded as representative of a reality and can therefore easily be connected to the evidence of material remnants of the past. 14 Accordingly, Babinger has written very little on methods, let alone theory. In 1919, he published an article on the future of Near Eastern studies in Germany, in which he advocated for a more practical, modern (meaning "Islamic" rather than "ancient") direction of Oriental studies in Germany. Babinger expressed both his hope that the Berlin Seminar für Orientalische Sprachen would become a college of foreign studies ("Auslands-Hochschule") and his enthusiasm about Carl Heinrich Becker's university politics (Babinger 1920a) . 8 In the context of this article it is important to note that, at that particular time, Babinger refrained from articulating open criticism of the "Fleischer school" in Semitic philology that was active in Leipzig. However, he claimed that the textual philology of the Leipzig ilk could and should be put to service for practical (and at the same time, national) purposes. 15 Toward the end of his career, Babinger adopted a more radical stance. In a 22-page-long statement that he read to the LMU Faculty of Philosophy -"hopefully for the last time" -on the selection of the successor to his chair, he argued:
I do not hesitate, however, to assure you that one day of, say, Ottoman history is a thousand times more important than all ayyām al-ʽarab taken together; and that it is much more fruitful to be preoccupied with the Islam in the times after Ġazzālī and especially with the living Islam that emerged outside the orthodox doctrinal structure than to rehash countless orthodox commentaries and super-commentaries. 16 Babinger understood his Realienkunde as opposite not to philology but to linguistics (AlQadi 1999: 3). He regarded himself as in continuity with Georg Jacob -plus the experience of travel and familiarity with the region (Babinger 1920a: 406 sq) . For Babinger, the "Orient" was something that could and needed to be visited both in its texts and its cities and landscapes. His remark in Babinger (1952) that the end of colonialism was causing the decline of knowledge on the Orient is characteristic of a position that insisted on opposition between the scholar and the object of his knowledge -an opposition typical of the colonial situation but certainly not restricted to it. It would be worth a separate study to look at Orientalists (along with geographers and archaeologists) who were, like Babinger, interested in the "reality" of the Near East, read landscapes and cityscapes. My preliminary assumption would be that the textual and evidential reading conformed to each other and that they were based on two presuppositions: the Orientalist imagination that the "Orient" did never really change (Said 1994: 259-63) and that both texts and the outer world preserved readable traces of past reality.
17 Compared to Jacob, Babinger was less active in the philological edition and analysis of Turkish texts. Larger editions of longer texts that he published occasionally consisted of a first volume with an introduction and the facsimile of the text. A second volume containing edition, translation or analysis, while announced, would never see the light of publication. 10 However, the punctual and meticulous analyses of inscriptions or the wording of a document was one of Babinger's main preoccupations; and he published numerous articles that presented and explained single shorter texts. 19 His disinterest in theological or spiritual matters explains why from the very beginning, even before his dissertation of 1914, Babinger was interested in scholars, humanists and travellers active in the Near East of a somehow similar inclination. In 1911, aged 20, he published two newspaper articles; one on the occasion of Andreas David Mordtmann's hundredth birthday (Babinger 1911a) , and another on that of the fiftieth anniversary of Jakob Philipp Fallmerayer's death (Babinger 1911b ). Outsiders such as Mordtmann and Fallmerayer 12 belonged to an academic ancestry that Babinger created for himself and that included, among others, the 16 th -century Bavarian traveller Hans Dernschwam, the blind polyhistor Ulrich Schönberger (17 th century), the diplomat and book collector Heinrich Friedrich von Diez, the then much ridiculed Austrian Ottomanist Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall, but also the Venetian private chronicler Mario Sanuto. 13 Among his contemporaries, and especially among German scholars, the few people Babinger did not see as foes, rivals or incompetent where likewise outsiders: the diplomat Johann Heinrich Mordtmann, Andreas David Mordtmann's son and Babinger's life-long friend, 14 and Alfons Maria Schneider, a Jesuit and specialist in Byzantine art (Babinger 1953) . 20 All these men (and among his contemporaries also one single woman, namely the traveller and photographer Gertrude Bell, about whom he wrote an obituary -Babinger 1926) have one thing in common: they entertained a close personal relation to countries of the Near East, something that Babinger, in his obituary of Johannes Hendrik Kramers, called "a living knowledge, drawn from thorough experiential perception of the Near East" (Babinger 1952 15 His German nationalism was bridled mainly by his Bavarian patriotism; and he seems to have been convinced of (Latin) European superiority as a matter of course. "East" and "West", "Orient" and "Occident" remained notionally distinct and separate; and he quoted Rudyard Kipling's "and they shall never meet" approvingly (Babinger 1963: 298) . On the other hand, when the Turkish newspaper Cumhuriyet published a slanderous article about him in 1933, Babinger wrote a counterstatement which the editor, Yunus Nadi published with apologies. In this letter, Babinger stressed his love of Turkey and the Turks and reminded the reader that he had fought as an officer in the Turkish army during the war.
16
22 Reading through Babinger's texts, it is not difficult to find Orientalist motives, notions of Near Eastern decline, religious fanaticism and so on. Still, these texts deviate considerably from mainstream Orientalism if one defines it, in close accordance with Edward Said, as a discourse of domination that was text-based, homogenising and essentialist. As mentioned above, Babinger had travelled extensively through South-Eastern Europe and parts of Anatolia; in his view, besides texts, the landscapes and townscapes were essential for an understanding of "the Orient".
23 In Babinger's time the overall destruction of ancient remnants that late 20 th -century growth and transformation have globally meted out to the remnants of former times had not yet progressed very far; he saw and utilised the environment he encountered as a vessel that contained ample traces and ruins which were indicative of its history and the genesis of today. In this, there was no difference between East and West. In a similar vein, Babinger approached written sources. Only in 2004 did the Tarih Vakfı issue the first Turkish translation of Babinger's booklet on the book-market in 18 th -century Istanbul, a study that combined information on so-to-say Western authors and texts with those of Ottoman origin (Babinger 1919; Babinger et al. 2004 ). Babinger was famous for his book collecting activities and his own library, and his GOW -Die Geschichtsschreiber der Osmanen und ihre Werke -of 1927 while often criticised for its lacunae and mistakes is only now being replaced by a collective project which progresses rather slowly (Fleischer et al. 2003-) . 24 Babinger thus entertained a notion of history that paralleled his understanding of knowledge, which he rather interchangeably called "Wissenschaft", "Kunde" or "Kenntnis" -the three terms to be differentiated by a decreasing degree of systematisation and formalisation. Both history and knowledge grew by aggregation that could perhaps also be described as sedimentation. Babinger did not make an ontological distinction between scientific and other forms of knowledge; the former appears not to be categorically privileged. Likewise, knowledge about the "Orient" was not distinct from any other.
25 All these traits undermine the everyday Orientalism that was part and parcel of Babinger's intellectual frame of mind. Today, those among his texts that still retain a 
III. Babinger and İnalcık
27 Why did he stay quite isolated in assuming this view? Babinger had few doctoral students and treated some of them badly. Irène Beldiceanu-Steinherr, one of the best scholars of early Ottoman society, wrote her dissertation with Babinger (Beldiceanu-Steinherr 1956) but was apparently never considered by him as somebody to be supported in German academia. Since he was at odds with many of his German colleagues (already in the course of his appointment in 1946, Babinger had great difficulties securing any reference from a German scholar in Islamic studies), 19 his students may have encountered problems not necessarily connected to their own record. Babinger gave, instead, support to his assistant Kissling, a student of Friedrich Giese's, and ensured, after an epic struggle, that Kissling succeed him as chair in Munich. 20 The polyglot Kissling was to produce some serious contributions to the history of Ottoman Sufi orders and a Turkish grammar but lacked Babinger's interest in transcultural relations and the rather daring curiosity that was a mark of Babinger's work (Majer 1988 Babinger's voyage, even if a visit to İnalcık's home did not materialise since the host's wife was travelling abroad -it seems that without her, to offer hospitality on a more refined level was too difficult a task for the young professor in Ankara. In his letters and postcards, İnalcık assumed an extremely respectful tone and was the one who emphasised his wish to pursue sustained correspondence. Initially, the communication between the two centred on the exchange of pleasantries and offprints and on questions of historical detail: the reading of an inscription here, an entry in an Ottoman register there.
31 After Babinger's time in Turkey, the letters he received from İnalcık turned to more substantial issues: the Türk Tarih Kurumu showed interest in publishing a Turkish translation of Babinger's articles, a project that later failed to materialise as no translator equal to the task could be found -not too astonishing given Babinger's style. Babinger attempted to place the Byzantine philologist Hans-Georg Beck at the Faculty of Languages and History-Geography in Ankara, a position later granted to the Swedish-German Turcologist Walter Björkman. Collaborations thus did not bear immediate fruit. Still, the relation between the two scholars developed from the formal to the cautiously cordial.
It seems that I will learn German by trying to decipher your works first. Does the possibility and felicity to read them not rest on the acquisition of a quite solid knowledge in German? 24 33 However, when the book was published in 1953, İnalcık was apparently neither able nor ready to read it -not astonishing given the very idiosyncratic German written by Babinger who rather consequently avoided words of non-Germanic origin and built long sentences with delicately crafted accentuations and rhythm. İnalcık's failure to read the biography of the Conqueror gave a life-line of a few years to the relationship between the two scholars. In 1954 the French translation appeared; and apparently late in 1955 or perhaps 1956 İnalcık reacted to it. I have found no public or published statement by İnalcık on the book in these years and therefore assume that he had criticised the work in a personal missive to Babinger, which we have as yet not found. In a letter, dated May 3 rd , 1956, İnalcık writes:
I wish with all sincerity that our personal friendship will not suffer from the efforts that I have taken with the single aim of letting truth come to light. … First of all I want to assure you that as much as I do not approve of idealising Ottoman history, I do not endorse its appeal to certain interpretations and feelings. In writing history, we are neither Oriental nor Western, neither Ottoman nor European, we are just historians. Nobody can ignore the new observations and thoughts that you have put forward with regard to quite a lot of problems. I have considered it as my duty to identify the faults that I have been humbly able to spot in the book that you have written on an issue as comprehensive as the time of the Conqueror. I hope that you wish me to put them to the test of your criticism by publishing them. (Babinger 1963) .
38 In this article Babinger does not take any criticism or answers to it. He begins with dismissing all critics from Turkey in a very general way as overtly sensitive in their national feelings. In doing so, he mocks İnalcık, without mentioning his name, by writing that such sensitivity was especially strange in the case of Turks coming from Crimea who had no reason to identify with the Ottomans. In the following, Babinger, the editor of a rather large number of Ottoman texts, claims that non-Ottoman and especially Italian sources are much superior to Ottoman ones when it comes to writing Ottoman history. Ottoman chroniclers offered little more than empty verbal juggling, copied from each other and, as "whores of the word" represented the views expected from them. 28 To support his argument he quotes from a volume of Ottoman documents that he claims to have published but cannot be located. Babinger, it has probably sealed his attempts to find some resonance in Turkish academia. Indeed, his influence has been rather limited. 29 Years after his death, İnalcık wrote finally a short and rather condescending review of the English translation of Babinger's book on the Conqueror, without taking pains to point out the many flaws other people have identified in the text before or since. Later on, in a book-long biographical interview, he discussed at length his relation to Babinger and narrated how his German colleague, being unable to take criticism, turned into a foe who later became physically aggressive during a conference (İnalcık; Çaykara 2005: 142-46). How much İnalcık had been hurt by Babinger's behaviour became clear when he described his attempts to move from Ankara University to the USA. He narrated how, in 1971, Harvard University had become interested in hiring him, and that nothing came out of it when the University asked Babinger for a reference. Babinger, so İnalcık claimed, had written them a very spiteful letter: "As I could not beat him up, let me at least ruin his career…" (İnalcık; Çaykara 2005: 301).
30 So far so bad. However, in all probability Babinger did not play any part in İnalcık's rejection at Harvard: he had already died in 1967.
40 Franz Babinger's liminality was not only a scholarly one. Intellectually obscure but curious, he positioned himself outside the mainstream of both Oriental studies and Orientalism. What I have tried to demonstrate in this article, is that he nevertheless might have found partners to his discourse both among some late Romantic factual philologists and a younger generation of historians. His encounters with İnalcık show why he failed to do so: Babinger just behaved in the most high-handed, reckless way. His personality proved to be a more serious obstacle than intellectual or political differences. The scholarly world in Turkish studies at his time was a very small one; institutional constraints were apparently less important than today; and everybody knew everybody else personally or by word of mouth. As his correspondence shows, Babinger was in contact with most other scholars in the field at one time or another. This also included Turkish colleagues who worked as historians and were able to communicate with the German scholar on a level playing field. Babinger accepted them on a (relatively) equal standing. However, he did not leave a deep mark on Turkish studies in Turkey as he did not establish close bonds with colleagues in Turkish academia. As a result, Babinger's -in my view, very valuable -work on cultural contact and transfer in the Mediterranean remained in the shadows thrown by its socially awkward author and his language so difficult to access.
41 For me as a late successor to Franz Babinger, "man and work" functions as a crucible: While it appears to be relatively easy to reject the essentialist notions that were the intellectual backbone of his every-day Orientalism, nationalism and patriarchy, it is not equally simple to find ways that may stand the test of time significantly better. Every hour that I use for critical reflection, methodology and conceptual deliberation might have been spent on language acquisition and source reading. I do not correspond in twelve languages, after all, and I am not equally familiar with early modern Italian sources as I am with Turkish ones. In humanities today, practised in much more tightly defined institutional and social boundaries, behaviour as that shown by Babinger might (one would hope) prove to be an obstacle to a career. However, there are, I am afraid, reasons to doubt that the setting in which Turkish studies operate today boosts the productivity, curiosity and creativity that were also a mark of the man. 
2.
While the preserved sheet is a carbon copy on reddish-yellowish manifold paper, the date reads "25. August 1". The lacking "195" was part of the letterhead then used.
3.
Oriental studies have been better investigated for the 19 th century than for later times (Mangold 2004 , Marchand 2009 ). Wokoeck (2009) is a study more of professional organisation than intellectual history. For the background of Babinger's geographical interests see Débarre (2016) .
4.
As exemplified in Trüper (2014) . This study does not mention Babinger.
5.
The standard account on Babinger's life is Grimm (1998) . Grimm not only uses necrologies and some personal testimonies but was the first to look at Babinger's correspondence. Tone and stance of the essay can perhaps best be called reverential. Additional information can be culled from the necrologies published upon Babinger's death, namely Beck (1970) , Duda (1968 ), Guboglu (1968 , Kissling (1967) . Moreover, Feneşan (1994 ) und Prodan (2003 (Kafesoğlu 1955) . He apparently alludes to this debate.
28. "…das Geschwätz der waqâʼiʽ nüwîsân des Osmanenhofes, die einander ausschrieben und sich des gleichen, ebenso hochtrabenden und gehaltlosen Wortgeklingels befleißigten und als »Huren des Wortes« ihre persönlichen Ansichten und Eindrücke zwangsläufig ihren launischen Brotgebern opferten." Op.cit., p. 9.
29.
The book on Mehmed II was translated into Turkish (from the English edition and enriched by a translations of İnalcık's review of 1960) only in 2002, nearly fifty years after its initial publication (Babinger 2002) . GOW has been translated and, to a degree, supplemented by Coşkun
Üçok and was published fifty-five years after the first publication (Babinger 1982 
